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“We must be bold and lay a solid
foundation to position our province’s
economy for the long term. InBC’s triple
bottom line mandate equally values
our people and planet while remaining
profitable. The impacts of the fund
will be felt far beyond attracting coinvestment and creating jobs across
the province. It will strengthen B.C.’s
reputation as a globally competitive,
low-carbon jurisdiction and will
advance priorities that people value in
British Columbia.”
MINISTER RAVI KAHLON
MINISTRY OF JOBS, ECONOMIC RECOVERY AND INNOVATION
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ABOUT INBC

Introduction
InBC Investment Corp. (InBC) was established as a provincial Crown
corporation by the B.C. government to invest $500 million into opportunities
aligned with its triple bottom line mandate - people, planet and profit - to
benefit British Columbians.
The following document provides an overview of InBC and summarizes its investment
strategy and priorities as outlined in the Investment Policy Statement (IPS). The IPS is
issued by the Board of Directors of InBC and stipulates the principles that InBC must
adhere to when investing and managing the assets entrusted to it. The InBC Investment
Corp. Act establishes legislative provisions that guide the IPS, and extensive consultations
were conducted to further inform the strategy. The shareholder of InBC is the Government
of British Columbia. This report is designed to give prospective investors, venture capital
fund managers, entrepreneurs and small business owners, as well as ecosystem partners,
information on how to engage with InBC to advance business opportunities that will
positively impact the lives of British Columbians. The IPS will be reviewed annually to ensure
continued alignment with market needs.

InBC Investment Corp. respectfully acknowledges that it is headquartered on
the traditional, unceded territory of the Coast Salish peoples – the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm
(Musqueam), Sḵwx̱wú7mesh (Squamish), and səlilwətaɬ (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations.
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About InBC
InBC is B.C.’s new strategic investment fund investing $500 million in a more
sustainable, inclusive and prosperous future for British Columbia.
Established as a provincial Crown corporation by the Government of British Columbia, InBC
was created to make long-term investments generating financial as well as environmental,
social and economic returns that benefit British Columbians.
The investment decision-making at InBC is independent of the government.
The government has identified five key priorities in the 2021-2022 mandate letter:

PUTTING PEOPLE FIRST.

A BETTER FUTURE THROUGH FIGHTING
CLIMATE CHANGE.

InBC must advance and protect the public interest

InBC aligns with the CleanBC climate action

by making investments that support an inclusive

plan to build a future with clean energy jobs and

economy for British Columbians.

protect our clean air, land and water.

LASTING AND MEANINGFUL
RECONCILIATION.

A STRONG, SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY THAT
WORKS FOR EVERYONE.

As a shared responsibility, InBC must continue

InBC operates in a way that considers

to make every effort to advance reconciliation in

environmental, social and governance factors to

cooperation with Indigenous Peoples.

build a better future for British Columbians.

EQUITY AND ANTI-RACISM.
People face barriers that limit their participation in
communities, workplaces and their lives. Adopting
the Gender-Based Analysis Plus (GBA+) lens
is expected so that InBC can ensure equity is
reflected in operations and programs.
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OUR WHY

To catalyze a more sustainable and inclusive future for B.C.
OUR MISSION

OUR VISION

We lead with impact, investing
in innovation, for a sustainable
and inclusive future in B.C.

Valuing people, planet
and profit transforms how
business is done in B.C.

OUR VALUES
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Steward
positive
change.

Stay
curious.

Collaborate
for impact.

Catalyze
action.
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InBC’s Triple Bottom Line
Acting on the five priorities in its mandate, InBC invests
in opportunities that demonstrate a measurable financial,
social and environmental impact that link to its triple
bottom line approach:

PEOPLE
Investments support an inclusive economy for all
British Columbians and advance reconciliation with
Indigenous Peoples.

PLANET
Investments create new jobs and opportunities associated
with a net-zero future and climate resiliency.

PROFIT
Investments have high-growth potential to achieve a
positive financial return for British Columbians over the
longer term.

Profits from InBC will be reinvested to create an evergreen
fund for B.C. The goal is to generate enough investment
income to become financially self-sustaining in the
medium to long term. Achieving this goal, InBC will be able
s

to continue its work for people, planet and profit well into
the future.
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ADDING VALUE

About the Investment Policy Statement (IPS)
The IPS is a key accountability document for InBC and is issued by InBC’s Board of Directors
and approved by government to guide the Chief Investment Officer (CIO) in executing
investment decisions.
The IPS clarifies the parameters for delivering a triple bottom line investing approach and
contains InBC’s impact investment objectives, risk tolerance, constraints and reporting
requirements. The Investment Policy Statement is reviewed annually in consultation with the
Board of Directors and the Government of B.C. to ensure continued alignment with current
priorities and objectives.

InBC Adding Value
InBC believes there is a movement in progress
to elevate our economy to be more inclusive,
sustainable and diverse, where social and

InBC works within the business community to:
•

its impact and financial objectives;

environmental benefits are a priority and all British
Columbians can benefit. InBC recognizes there are

•

social and environmental initiatives while striving for

•

•

for partners who have a similar passion for people,
planet and profit. InBC uses its voice as an investor
and shareholder to influence businesses and funds
to improve in areas of reconciliation, gender balance,
diversity, pay equity and environmental impacts.
Where InBC can provide additional expertise,
introductions or support to the businesses invested
in, it takes action so everyone can benefit.
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Provide access to a network through
InBC’s partners;

bottom line investing approach to develop an
inclusive and sustainable economy in B.C. InBC looks

Recognize underestimated groups and
different growth pathways;

financial returns.
InBC brings a unique perspective through its triple

Develop a strong co-investment network
to increase local capital sources;

many entrepreneurs throughout the province with
growing businesses who contribute positively to

Invest in companies and funds aligned with

•

Add investment through follow on capital.
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InBC’s Impact Objectives
InBC’s investment decisions are guided by four impact objectives that link
to the triple bottom line approach – People, Planet and Profit.

Driving climate action
Investing in solutions towards

Innovating for the future
Investing in innovations

net-zero emissions and a

and industries for future

climate resilient economy.

economic growth in B.C.

Advancing reconciliation
Investing in solutions that

Elevating inclusive
communities

strengthen partnerships

Investing in solutions to

and generate economic

improve outcomes for

opportunities for Indigenous
Peoples in B.C.

under-represented people
and communities in B.C.

No specific amount of money is allocated according to each of these impact objectives. InBC seeks to
ensure that any investment it makes aligns to at least one of these impact objectives, demonstrates a
strong connection to B.C., has potential for generating financial returns and benefits the B.C economy.
As a Crown corporation, the connection to British Columbia is an important element of InBC’s
objectives. The criteria used to demonstrate a strong connection to B.C. include business activity in
the province such as revenues, payroll, assets and expenses. Other indicators include head office
location and where executives are based. For both companies and funds these factors play a role in
weighing the connection to B.C.
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InBC’s Approach
InBC invests in three stages of business growth:

01

Seed stage

Starting a business
(pre-revenue)

Indirect investment

02

Early stage

Selling a product
or service (revenue)

03

Later stage

Looking to scale
(growing revenue)

Direct, co-investment &
indirect investment

Direct & co-investment

stage businesses will come

InBC invests in early stage

investment and co-investment

via our investments in

companies through venture funds

opportunities in later stage

venture funds. InBC will not

with a shared focus on people,

companies when there is

invest directly in seed stage

planet and profit.

alignment with at least one of

InBC’s investment in seed

businesses.

InBC considers direct investment
and co-investment in early
stage businesses when there is
alignment with at least one of
InBC’s four impact objectives.
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InBC evaluates direct

InBC’s four impact objectives.
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InBC invests equity in businesses via venture funds, co-investments and direct investments.
Fund (Indirect) Investment

VENTURE FUNDS INVEST IN:

InBC considers investments in new and established

•Seed •Early •Late stage companies

venture funds that align with InBC’s mandate as
a means to leverage specialty expertise, increase

Investments started Fall 2022

number of investors and to scale capacity and
support for a broader range of investments.

Co-Investment

INBC CO-INVESTS IN:

InBC considers co-investment in companies that

•Early •Late stage companies

our other venture funds have previously invested in
or are contemplating for investment.

Investments starting Spring 2023

Direct Investment

INBC INVESTS DIRECTLY IN:

InBC considers direct investments into companies

•Early •Late stage companies.

that are in their scale-up phase, demonstrating
commercial progress, and seeking equity

Investments starting Spring 2023

investment to support their growth.

Over time, InBC will consider additional investment models.

What InBC doesn’t offer:
✗

Grants

✗

Loan guarantees or government guarantees

✗

Investments in infrastructure projects or real estate

✗

Direct investment into seed stage companies

✗

Short-term financing
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InBC will decline opportunities to invest in
the following:

What criteria does InBC use to evaluate
opportunities?

✗

Companies with any part of the business

Each investment is individually assessed

involving narcotics, illegal substances or arms.

according to its:

Companies where any senior executive

1.

✗

or directors have been sentenced to
imprisonment.
✗

Companies that are going bankrupt.

✗

Companies with people convicted of an
offense under the Proceeds of Crime (money
laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act.

✗

Companies who may compromise the
reputation of British Columbia.

✗

✗

3. Environmental, social and governance
(ESG) risks
4. Ability to provide a risk-adjusted
market-rate return
InBC aligns with global impact investing
financial criteria across the investment process.

Distressed businesses or those in need of

Opportunities requiring InBC to take below

Companies with a principle or controlling
political sanctions.
Companies subject to a claim by the Province
or any other government.
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impact objectives

defined in the Income Tax Act.

office in a country subject to economic or

✗

2. Alignment with one (or more)

frameworks and standards to embed impact and

market returns (concessionary position).
✗

economic impact in B.C.

Companies involved in a “tax shelter” as

short-term financial support.
✗

Strong connection to B.C. or

We look for businesses and venture funds that
can both demonstrate and measure a clear path
to their impact objectives and financial returns.
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Assessment of impact and financial returns is
embedded throughout the investment process.
Impact

Financial

Eligibility based on strong
connections to BC and alignment
with InBC’s four impact objectives

Evaluate viability and growth of

Screening

potential business model based
on stage and size

Determine the scale, scope,

Conduct financial, market,

depth and measurability of

and industry due diligence

impact, assess ESG risks,

Due Diligence

including DEI practices

and develop a clear path to
generating market-rate returns

Align on 2-3 core impact KPIs to

Structure and negotiate deal

include in deal terms

terms, present to Investment

Deal Execution

Track and manage performance of
investments across impact KPIs

Review Committee

Track and manage performance of

Monitoring &
Reporting

investments across financial KPIs

To guide our assessment of impact and ESG risks, InBC aligns with global frameworks
and standards, including the Impact Management Project, UN Principles for Responsible
Investing, UN Sustainable Development Goals and Targets, UN Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples, Global Impact Investing Network, Reconciliation and Responsible
Investment Initiative and International Finance Corporation’s (IFC) Operating Principles for
Impact Management.
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INVESTMENT THEMES

InBC Investment Themes:
Investment Objectives

Investment Areas
•

Affordable and clean energy

•

Decarbonization technologies

•

Sustainable food and agriculture

•

Circular economy

•

Future of work readiness

•

Industry digitization and innovation

•

Biotechnology and life sciences

•

Sustainable and resilient supply

Primary UN SDGs*

Driving climate action

chains

Innovating for
the Future
•

Advancing economic opportunities

•

Financial access and inclusion

•

Indigenous health and well-being

•

Indigenous innovation

Advancing
Reconciliation

UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples

•

Health and well-being for diverse
communities

Elevating Inclusive
Communities

•

Care economy

•

Inclusive and accessible products /
solutions

•

Equitable access to quality education

* Additional SDGs will be added as opportunities for additional impact emerge.
14
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How is InBC measuring success?
The following distinct metrics align with InBC’s four impact objectives and are used to consider
the overall success of the portfolio:
Diversity, equity, and
inclusion

Geographic
Decarbonization

representation across
the eight regions of B.C.

Indigenous business

Quality jobs, productivity

and communities impact

Risk-adjusted

and economic development

market-rate returns

InBC will work with each investment opportunity to align on specific impact metrics that are relevant and applicable
based on their business. Not all of the metrics above are required for each company receiving investment.

Accountability and Transparency
InBC operates under the requirements of the InBC Investment Corp. Act, and the mandate and policy direction
given by the Government of B.C. InBC is governed by a Board of Directors appointed by the government.

Board of Directors
Pursuant to the InBC Investment Corp. Act, the Board oversees the affairs of the corporation to ensure prudent
stewardship and alignment with the policy direction from the government. The Board is also responsible for the
oversight of risk management of InBC.
The Board Chair is a liaison between the Government of British Columbia (InBC’s shareholder) and the Board.
There are up to nine directors on the Board of Directors. Two of these directors are appointed from the public
service. The remaining seven directors are representatives from industry, finance, academia and other areas of
leadership in the province.
Two Board Committees have been established by InBC’s Board of Directors;
1. Audit, Investment and Risk Committee: The main duties of this committee are to oversee the financial
planning and reporting, non-financial impact metrics, external audit, accounting systems and controls, and risk
management. This committee is established by InBC’s Board of Directors.
2.Governance and Human Resources Committee: This committee oversees the performance of the Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) and Chief Investment Officer (CIO), supports the development of the strategic plan,
reviews annual reports, and recommends potential new Board members to the government as required.
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ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRANSPARENCY

Chief Executive Officer
The Board of Directors is responsible for appointing InBC’s CEO. The CEO is responsible for leading InBC
including the supervision, management and operations of InBC on a day-to-day basis. Investment decisionmaking is not part of the CEO’s responsibility.

Chief Investment Officer
The CEO appoints the CIO after consulting with the Board. The CIO is responsible for all investment-making
decisions and the management of all InBC’s investments as outlined in the Investment Policy Statement set by
the Board of Directors.

External Advisory Circle
The CEO and the CIO, acting jointly, may appoint an Advisory Circle of individuals external to InBC. The Advisory
Circle is an operational committee that provides advice and supports InBC’s investment team with due diligence.
The Advisory Circle does not have any authority to make investment decisions.
The primary responsibilities of the Advisory Circle are to support the Chief Investment Officer by:
•

Providing industry insights on market outlook and investment strategies.

•

Advising on potential areas of risk specific to an individual investment and/or across the portfolio.

•

Advising the CIO and investment team on information pertaining to specific sectors, regions
and demographics.

Investment Review Committee
The Investment Review Committee supports the CIO in making investment decisions. This committee includes
the CEO, CIO, CFO and senior investment team members at InBC.
The responsibilities of the Investment Review Committee are to advise on potential areas of risk, advise on
alignment with InBC’s investment policy and reviewing potential conflicts of interest. The committee can make
recommendations but do not have authority to make decisions.
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Risk Management
InBC considers risk in terms of the likelihood of achieving long-term financial returns and the possibility of
accomplishing social, economic and environmental objectives.
InBC’s long-term horizon of 10 or more years and its current level of funding means InBC can withstand shortand medium-term fluctuations in market value and rates of return.

Investment Risks Defined
InBC will measure, monitor and manage key investment risks as listed below:

MARKET RISK

Risks resulting from fluctuations in market factors including interest rates,
currency rates and other price risks.

CREDIT RISK

Risk of the ability to fulfill contractual or financial obligations.

LIQUIDITY RISK

Market liquidity risk when an investment cannot be offset in a timely
fashion without experiencing significant loss.
Funding liquidity risk when there are insufficient funds to meet the
financing arrangements.

LEVERAGE RISK

InBC has approval from the Minister of Finance to borrow up to $500 million
through a Fiscal Agency Loan from the Ministry of Finance. InBC will not further
leverage its portfolio beyond the arrangements in place with the Ministry of
Finance, without prior written approval from the Minister of Finance.

IMPACT ALIGNMENT
AND ENVIRONMENTAL,
SOCIAL, GOVERNANCE
(ESG) RISK

The risk of investments and their ability to generate outputs and outcomes

CONCENTRATION RISK

The risk of exposure to potential loss events as a result of ineffective portfolio

related to InBC’s stated impact objectives.

diversification (further described below).
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RISK MANAGEMENT

Diversification

Three Lines of Defense

Diversification is important to InBC and its portfolio of

InBC has adopted the Three Lines of Defense (“LOD”)

investments. At the portfolio level, InBC will consider

model to execute the responsibilities of investment

diversification factors that include:

decision-making and risk management.

•

The Three Lines of Defense are:

The type of investments (also known as asset
classes or investment vehicles)

•

The eight B.C. economic regions

•

Economic sectors

•

Stages of business development (from seed
stage to later stage companies)

1.

Ownership and management of risks associated
with investment activities;

2.

Oversight, measurement, assessment and
monitoring of investment risks;

3.

Independent and reasonable assurance over the
First and Second Line of Defense.

Concentration
Risk concentration is another mechanism InBC uses
to manage risk levels. There are maximum levels of
fund commitment and ownership concentration that
InBC will not exceed.

The Enterprise Risk management for InBC is led
by the Audit, Investment and Risk committee, with
instruction from the Board.

Portfolio Approach
InBC will develop a diverse portfolio of investment

CONCENTRATION LIMITS
•

Maximum fund commitment (based on aggregate
committed capital):

returns can fluctuate considerably along with other
macroeconomic factors, success relative to these

No greater than 2% ($10M) in a single fund

objectives will be evaluated over the long-term with

◦

No greater than 5% ($25M) in a single fund

due consideration to specific market conditions.

manager
No greater than 4% ($20M) in an individual
company
Maximum ownership concentration
(to maintain minority position):
◦

No greater than 25% for an individual
company

◦

No greater than 33.3% for a single fund
or single fund manager
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that social, economic, environmental and financial

◦

◦

•

opportunities across its four impact objectives. Given
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Collaboration
Capital funding is the key to business growth and its presence attracts
outside investment and talent. This funding is critical for businesses to
scale up operations, sales, or acquire the strategic expertise needed to
succeed. Entrepreneurs who are under-represented, in rural areas or in
non-traditional investment sectors deserve to access the funding they
need so they can grow and succeed.

For more information and
to view the full Investment
Policy Statement
Visit: www.inbcinvestment.ca

InBC’s presence as an investor in British Columbia will increase the
diversity of businesses and entrepreneurs being funded. InBC is also
working to further advance reconciliation while elevating businesses
that are doing social good. It is this combination that positions InBC as a
unique driver of positive change for British Columbians.

SEEKING INVESTMENT?

Companies
Get alerted when direct funding
opens. Subscribe for updates:

INBC WORKS COLLABORATIVELY WITHIN THE ECOSYSTEM BY:
•

Working with incubators, accelerators and economic development
agencies to identify companies aligned with InBCs objectives to build
a strong pipeline of opportunities.

•

Partnering with other capital sources (private and public) for coinvestment, referrals and shared due diligence.

•

Supporting the evolution of the overall ecosystem. This is achieved
through events, discussions, thought leadership and demonstration
of impact investing with the goal of shared learning and promotion of
the ecosystem.

•

www.inbcinvestment.ca/
subscribe

Funds
Email your deck to:
info@inbcinvestment.ca

GENERAL

Media
media@inbcinvestment.ca

Attracting additional sources of capital to B.C. from across Canada
and around the world.

The Investment Policy Statement is reviewed annually in consultation

Inquiries
info@inbcinvestment.ca

with the Board of Directors and the Government of B.C. to ensure
continued alignment with current priorities and objectives.

Website
www.inbcinvestment.ca
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